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Abstract
The aim of this note is to prove that two uniform frames, with countable bases and the
same underlying frame, are equal whenever they have the same totally bounded coreection. As
corollaries we get the localic counterparts of two well-known theorems of Efremovic (1952) for
uniform spaces. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 06D20; 54E05; 54E15
1. Introduction
A theorem of Efremovic for uniform spaces asserts that:
Theorem A. If two uniformities on the same set; with countable bases; have the same
Samuel compactication then they are equal.
More precisely, Efremovic [4] (cf. Theorem 12.18 and Corollary 12.19 of [8]) proved
that, in the realm of proximal spaces, if  is a proximity on X then the set of all
uniformities on X which induce  contains at most one uniformity of countable type
(that is, with a countable basis). The above formulation, in terms of uniformities, is
an immediate corollary of this result, after recalling the well-known facts that two
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uniform spaces with the same underlying set have the same totally bounded reection
whenever they have the same Samuel compactication and that there is a concrete
isomorphism between the categories of proximal spaces and totally bounded uniform
spaces.
There is an interesting companion to Theorem A, which also appears in [4] (cf.
Theorem 4 of [12] and Theorem II.38 of [5]), arming that:
Theorem B. Every proximal map from a metric space to a uniform space is uniformly
continuous.
In this paper we consider these results in the pointfree context. Recall that point-
free topology deals with frames (also locales) that is, complete lattices L in which
the innite distributivity law x^W S =Wfx^s j s2Sg holds for all x2L and S L.
A frame homomorphism is a map between frames which preserves nitary meets and
arbitrary joins.
Our purpose is to prove the following theorem, using the characterization of the
category of uniform frames in terms of Weil entourages that we presented in [9, 10]
and the techniques there introduced:
Theorem 1.1. If two uniformities of countable type on the same frame have the same
totally bounded coreection; they are equal.
By recalling the well-known fact that two uniform frames (L;U) and (L;V) with
the same underlying frame have the same totally bounded coreection whenever they
have the same Samuel compactication (see Proposition 2.4.1 below), one immediately
gets the frame version of Theorem A:
Corollary 1.2. If two uniformities of countable type on the same frame have the same
Samuel compactication; they are equal.
The frame counterpart of Theorem B also appears as a corollary of our proof of
Theorem 1.1:
Corollary 1.3. Every proximal homomorphism from a uniform frame to a uniform
frame of countable type is uniform.
This illustrates how the approach to uniform frames via Weil entourages introduced
in [9] provides us with the appropriate environment to get frame extensions of spatial
results envolving entourages, and to formulate them in a very similar way to the
corresponding classical results.
For general facts about pointfree topology we refer to Johnstone [7]. All the necessary
facts of uniform frames are presented in Section 2. For more detail, the reader can
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consult [2, 6, 10, 11]. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1 and the proof of
Corollary 1.3 is in Section 4.
2. The pointfree setting
Let us briey recall the equivalence between the approaches to uniform frames via
covers and via Weil entourages [10], which will be the main tool in the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
2.1. Uniform frames via covers
A cover of a frame L is a subset U of L such that
W
U =1, and Cov(L) will be
the set of all covers of L. Also, for any covers U and V of L, UV means that, for
each x2U , there exist yx in V . Further we have:
For any cover U of L and x2L, Ux=Wfy2U jy^x 6=0g: For any UCov(L)
and x; y2L, y
U
C x means that Uyx for some U 2U. A set UCov(L) is called
admissible if x=
Wfy2L jy UC xg for each x2L. A uniformity on L is an admis-
sible lter U of (Cov(L);) in which, for any U 2U, there exist V 2U such that
V := fVx j x2VgU . A uniform frame is a frame L together with a specied uni-
formity on L.
Let (L;U) and (M;V) be uniform frames. A uniform homomorphism is a frame
homomorphism f :L!M such that f(U )2V whenever U 2U.
2.2. Uniform frames via Weil entourages
For a subset A of a poset (X;), let #A= fx 2 X j xa for some a2Ag. The set A
is said to be a down-set if #A=A.
Let L be a frame. Recall (cf., e.g., [7]) that the coproduct of the frame L by
itself
L
uL1−!LL u
L
2 −L
can be constructed as follows: Take LL with the usual order. A down-set A of
LL is a C-ideal if (fxgSA) (x;W S)2A) and (S fygA) (W S; y)2A): Put
LL as the frame of all C-ideals of LL. Observe that the case S = ; implies that
every C-ideal A contains the set O := #f(1; 0)g[#f(0; 1)g. Obviously, each #(x; y)[O
is a C-ideal. It is denoted by xy. Finally put uL1(x)= x1 and uL2(y)= 1y: For
any frame homomorphism f :L!M , we write ff :LL!MM for the frame
homomorphism given by (ff)  uLi = uMi  f (i=1; 2).
Uniform spaces were introduced by Weil in terms of the basic notion of entourage.
An entourage of a set X is a subset E of X X for which the diagonal X :X!X X
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factorizes through the inclusion E ,!X X :
This motivated us to dene, on a frame L, Weil entourages of L as elements E of
the frame coproduct LL for which the codiagonal rL : LL!L factorizes through
the open sublocale (surjective frame homomorphism) LL!#fEg of LL:
(here, (−)\E(F)=E\F , for every F2LL and rL is the unique morphism such
that rL  uL1 = 1L=rL  uL2 .) Evidently, E2LL is a Weil entourage if and only if
rL(E)= 1. Since rL is dened by
E=
_
(x; y)2E
(xy) 7!
_
(x; y)2E
(x^y);
an element E of LL is a Weil entourage if and only if UE := fx2L j xxEg is a
cover of L, that is,
W
(x; x)2E x=1.
The collection W Ent(L) of all Weil entourages of L may be partially ordered by
inclusion. This is a partially ordered set with nitary meets (including a unit 1= LL).
We dene the composition of Weil entourages as follows:
E  F :=
_
fxy j 9z2Lnf0g : (x; z)2E; (z; y)2Fg:
For the basic properties of the operation  see [10].
The inverse of a Weil entourage E has the natural denition
E−1 := f(y; x) j (x; y)2Eg:
Further we have:
For any ELL and x; y2L, y
E
C x means that E  (yy)xx, for some E2E.
A set EW Ent(L) is called admissible if x=Wfy2L jy EC xg for each x2L. A Weil
uniformity on L is an admissible lter E of (W Ent(L);) in which, for any E2E,
there exists F2E such that F  FE. A Weil uniform frame is just a pair (L;E)
where L is a frame and E is a Weil uniformity on L. These are the objects of the
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category WUFrm whose morphisms { the Weil homomorphisms { are those frame
maps f : (L;E)! (M;F) such that (ff)(E)2F for every E2E.
2.3. The equivalence between the two approaches
The category WUFrm is isomorphic to the category UFrm of uniform frames and uni-
form homomorphisms. Indeed, there are functors  :UFrm!WUFrm and 	 : WUFrm
!UFrm such that 	=1 and 	=1, dened as follows (cf. [10]):
For any cover U , let EU :=
W
x2U (xx) (the C-ideal generated by f(x; x)2LL j
x2Ug). Then, for any uniform frame (L;U), (L;U) is the Weil uniform frame
(L;EU) where EU is the Weil uniformity having fEU jU 2Ug as a basis. For any uni-
form frame map f, (f)=f. The functor 	 is dened on objects by 	(L;E)=(L;UE)
where UE is the lter of (Cov(L);) generated by fUE jE2Eg: For any Weil homo-
morphism f, 	(f)=f.
We will make use of the following result of [10]:
Proposition 2.3.1. Let V be a cover of L. Then:
(a) EV is a symmetric entourage; i.e.; E−1V =EV ;
(b) EV  EV EV ;
(c) UEV V.
2.4. The totally bounded and the compact regular coreections
Recall that a uniform frame is totally bounded if its uniformity has a basis of nite
covers. Totally bounded uniform frames are coreective in UFrm; the totally bounded
coreection of a uniform frame (L;U) is constructed as follows: let U# be the lter of
(Cov(L);) generated by the nite covers of U. The pair (L;U#) is a uniform frame
and it is the totally bounded coreection of (L;U), the coreector map (L;U#)! (L;U)
being the identity map of the underlying frames (cf. [3]).
The Samuel compactication of a uniform frame (L;U) { i.e., its compact regular
coreection (which was rstly constructed by Banaschewski and Pultr in [3]) { can
be described in the following way: take the frame R(L;U) of all regular ideals of L
(an ideal I of L is regular whenever x2I implies that x
U
C y for some y2I). Since
R(L;U) is a compact regular frame, it has a unique uniformity UR(L;U) generated by
all its nite covers. Moreover, the join map
W
:R(L;U)! L taking each regular ideal
to its join is a uniform homomorphism from (R(L;U);UR(L;U)) to (L;U). The pair
(R(L;U);UR(L;U)) is the Samuel compactication of (L;U) and the join map is the
coreector map (for the details consult [3]).
The following fact is an easy consequence of results of [3] but I present a short
proof to make the text self-contained:
Proposition 2.4.1. Two uniform frames with the same underlying frame have the same
totally bounded coreection whenever they have the same Samuel compactication.
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Proof. Assume that (L;U) and (L;V) are two uniform frames with the same Samuel
compactication and consider a cover U in U#. Then there is a nite renement V 2U#
of U . For each x2V ,
+ x := fy2L jy
U
C xg2R(L;U)
and, by the niteness of V;
Wf+ x j x2Vg=L (cf. [3]), that is, f+ x j x2Vg is a -
nite cover of R(L;U). Therefore f+ x j x2Vg2UR(L;U) =UR(L;V): But
W
: (R(L;V);
UR(L;V)) ! (L;V#) is uniform thus f
W + x j x2Vg2V#, that is, V 2V#, and conse-
quently, U also belongs to V#. In conclusion, U#V#. Similarly, V#U#.
2.5. Proximities
The notion of spatial proximity [8] in terms of the relation  is immediately man-
ageable from a lattice-theoretical point of view. A binary relation C on L is a strong
inclusion [1] on L if the following conditions are satised:
(1) ax C yb implies that a C b;
(2) C is a sublattice of LL;
(3) x C y implies that there is a2L such that x^a=0 and a_y=1;
(4) C interpolates;
(5) If x C y then there exist a; b2L with b C a, b_y=1 and a^x=0.
If x C y then x is said to be strongly below y. (L;C) is called a proximal frame
if each element of L is the join of all the elements strongly below it. A frame map
between proximal frames is said to be a proximal homomorphism if it preserves the
strong inclusion.
For any uniform frame (L;U), (L;
U
C) is a proximal frame. This correspondence gives
us an isomorphism between the category of proximal frames and proximal homomor-
phisms and the full subcategory of UFrm consisting of the totally bounded uniform
frames. Under this isomorphism, (L;
U
C) corresponds to (L;U#).
3. The proof of Theorem 1.1
As it is the case for the several ways of endowing a set with a topological structure,
sometimes one of the notions of cover or Weil entourage is more suitable than another
for a particular use. We take the liberty of using either (Weil entourage or covering)
approach to the problem at hand. This free movement between uniformities allows
greater exibility.
Consider two uniform frames, (L;U) and (L;V), dened in covering terms, with
countable bases and the same totally bounded coreection, and let (Un)n2N be a de-
scending basis for U, i.e., such that Un+1Un for every natural n. We need to prove
that V=U. Let us show that VU (the reverse inclusion may be proved analo-
gously).
Suppose V*U. Then EV*EU (otherwise V=UEVUEU =U).
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Let V 2V such that EV 62EU, that is, EUn*EV for all n. Then, take (an; bn)2EUnnEV ,
for each n; further, take covers W1; W2 and Y in V such that W 1
V , W 2 W1
and Y W2. Note that an and bn are non-zero since (an; bn) 62EV . For each n,
an= an^1=
Wfan^y jy2Y; an^y 6=0g; by denition of C-ideal, (an; bn) 62EV implies
that there is y1n2Y such that an^y1n 6=0 and (an^y1n; bn) 62EV . Put
cn := an^y1n:
Similarly there is, for each n, some y2n 2Y such that (cn; bn^y2n) 62EV . Put
dn := bn^y2n :
So, for every n2N, (cn; dn)2EUnnEV and cn; dn2#Y .
Let
S := fcn; dn j n2Ng:
The following auxiliary result will be useful in the sequel.
Lemma 3.1. There exists an innite subset I of N such that _
i2I
st(ci; W2)
!
^
 _
i2I
st(di;W2)
!
=0:
Proof. Case I: For some x2S, T := S\fy2L j (y; x)2EW1g is innite.
Then, either fi2N j ci2Tg or fi2N jdi2Tg is innite and this provides the desired
set I . In fact, assume that I = fi2N j ci2Tg is innite (the case of fi2N jdi2Tg
being innite can be proved in a similar way, by symmetry). We must show that, for
any i; j2I , st(ci; W2)^ st(dj;W2)= 0: To see this consider i and j in I and suppose
(for a contradiction) that there is a pair (c; d)2W2W2 satisfying c^ci 6=0, d^dj 6=0
and c^d 6=0. Then (c; c) and (d; d) belong to EW2 and, consequently, (d; c)2EW2 
EW2 . Further, as i and j are supposed to be in I , (ci; x) and (cj; x) belong to EW1 .
Since x is non-zero and the Weil entourage EW1 is symmetric (Proposition 2.3.1 (a)),
(ci; cj)2EW1  EW1 . On the other hand, from the facts that Y W2, ciy1i 2Y and
djy2j 2Y , it follows that (ci; ci) and (dj; dj) are both in EW2 and, therefore, that
(c; ci) and (dj; d) belong to EW2  EW2 . Thus (dj; ci)2E4W2EW1 . But (ci; cj)2E2W1 so
(dj; cj)2E3W1EV , which is a contradiction.
Case II: Each S\fy2L j (y; x)2EW1g is nite.
The pair (c1; d1) does not belong to EV so c1 and d1 are not EW1 -near, that is,
(c1; d1) 62EW1 . Dene i1 := 1. The hypotheses that S\fy2L j (y; c1)2EW1g and S\fy2
L j (y; d1)2EW1g are nite imply the existence of a natural i such that ci; di 62S\fy2L j
(y; c1)2EW1g and ci; di 62S\fy2L j (y; d1)2EW1g, i.e., that none of c1; d1; ci; di are
EW1 -near. Dene i2 as the rst natural in that conditions. Repeating inductively this
reasoning, we obtain a sequence (in)n2N where in+1 is the rst natural k such that none
of ci1 ; di1 ; : : : ; cin ; din ; ck ; dk are EW1 -near. This determines the set I :
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For every i; j2I ,
st(ci; W2)^ st(dj;W2)=
_
fc^d j c; d2W2; c^ci 6=0; d^dj 6=0g:
But, as we observed in the previous case, if there is a pair (c; d)2W2W2 satisfying
c^ci 6=0, d^dj 6=0 and c^d 6=0, then (dj; ci)2EW1 , i.e., dj and ci are EW1 -near, which
is contradictory with the denition of I .
Now, resuming the proof of Theorem 1.1, let W0 be the set dened by the following
three elements:_
i2I
st(ci; W2);
_
i2I
st(di;W2);
and _
fst(x; Y ) j x ^
_
i2I
(st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y ))= 0g:
Let us show that Y W0:
Consider a non-zero y2Y . If y ^Wi2I (st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y ))= 0 then
y st(y; Y )
_(
st(x; Y ) j x^
_
i2I
(st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y ))= 0
)
2W0:
Otherwise, y^ Wi2I (st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y )) 6=0; i.e., there is some i2I such that y^
st(ci; Y ) 6=0 or y^ st(di; Y ) 6=0. Let us assume that y^ st(ci; Y ) 6=0 (the other case can
be treated in a similar way). Then there is y in Y satisfying y^ci 6=0 and y^y 6=0. Let
Y 0 be the cover Y [fy1_y2 jy1; y22Y; y1^y2 6=0g: Then y_y2Y 0 and (y_y)^ci 6=0
so
yy_y st(ci; Y 0) st(y1i ; Y 0):
But, as one can easily observe, for any cover Y , Y Y 0Y, so, in this case, we may
conclude that Y 0Y W2. Thus, there is w2W2 such that yw. Hence
yw st(ci; W2)
_
i2I
st(ci; W2)2W0:
In conclusion, W0 is a nite cover of V.
Moreover, _
i2I
st(ci; W0)
!
^
 _
i2I
st(di;W0)
!
=0:
For any i; j2I ,
st(ci; W0)^ st(dj;W0)=
_
fu^v j u; v2W0; u^ci 6=0; v^dj 6=0g:
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On the other hand, if u2W0 and u^ci 6=0, then u must be equal to
W
i2I st(ci; W2)
because
 u=Wj2I st(dj;W2) would imply, due to the denition of the set I in Lemma 3.1,
that ci^u=0, which would be a contradiction;
 u=Wfst(x; Y ) j x^ Wi2I (st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y ))= 0g would imply the existence of x in(
z2L : z^
_
i2I
(st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y ))= 0
)
satisfying ci^ st(x; Y ) 6=0 or, equivalently, st(ci; Y )^x 6=0, which would imply
x^
_
i2I
(st(ci; Y )_ st(di; Y )) 6=0;
a contradiction.
Similarly, if v2W0 and v^dj 6=0 then v=
W
i2I st(di;W2). So, u^v=0 for any
u; v2W0 such that u^ci 6=0 and v^dj 6=0, and the proof of the desired equality is
done.
Finally, let us conclude the proof of the theorem. The cover W0 is nite so it
belongs to the totally bounded coreection V# of V. By hypothesis, V# =U#U.
Hence W02U. Consequently, there is some n2N with UnW0 and _
i2I
st(ci; W0)
!
^
 _
i2I
st(di;W0)
!

 _
i2I
st(ci; Un)
!
^
 _
i2I
st(di; Un)
!
;
which is a contradiction because, for any n2N,
 _
i2I
st(ci; Un)
!
^
 _
i2I
st(di; Un)
!
6=0:
In fact, for every n2N there is some i2I with in. Consider m2N such that
U m
Ui and j2I with jm. Then (cj; dj) 2 EUjEUj  EUj and, by the sym-
metry of EUj , (dj; cj)2EUj  EUj , which forces (cj_dj; cj_dj)2EUj  EUj , as (cj; cj)
and (dj; dj) also belong to EUj  EUj . But, by Proposition 2.3.1 (b), EUj  EUjEUj .
Therefore (cj_dj; cj_dj)2EUj EUm , which implies, by Proposition 2.3.1 (c), that
cj_dj2UEUm U

m
. Consequently, cj_dj2UiUn and, hence,
 _
i2I
st(ci; Un)
!
^
 _
i2I
st(di; Un)
!
cj_dj 6=0:
Remark 3.2. We proved Theorem 1.1 by showing that VU whenever U and V
are uniformities on the frame L such that V#U#, being U of countable type. Notice
that this still remains true if V is a uniformity on a subframe of L rather than in L.
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4. The proof of Corollary 1.3
Let (M;U) be a uniform frame of countable type and let (L;V) be a uniform frame,
and consider a proximal frame homomorphism f : (L;
V
C)! (M;
U
C). We have to show
that f : (L;V)! (M;U) is uniform.
Observe that f(L) is a subframe of M and that ff(V ) jV 2Vg generates a unifor-
mity f(V) in f(L) ([2, Lemma 1]). Then, by Remark 3.2, in order to prove that f
is uniform it suces to show that f(V)#U#. But the hypothesis that f is proximal
says that f(V#)U#. Moreover, f(V)#f(V#). Indeed:
Let U = fu1; u2; : : : ; ung2f(V)# and take V 2V such that f(V )U . For each
i2f1; 2; : : : ; ng consider vi=
Wfv2V jf(v)uig. Of course V V := fv1; v2; : : : ; vng,
so V 2V#. Since f(V )U , U 2f(V#) and the proof is done.
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